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C751 They Shared Their Feelings 

Zhao Tongtong was not in the mood to fake food. She put down her chopsticks and said, "Lu Hee, this is 

the first car you gave me. I still need to use it to make a wedding car for my wedding. Quickly go and 

take a look." 

Lu Hee had already gotten up and rushed out. Zhao Tongtong also wanted to follow him. 

She was only two months pregnant and her body was not obvious 

C752 She Agreed to Attend Zhao Tong Tong Tong's Wedding 

Only now did Zhao Tongtong realize that Hsu Yan in front of her had already changed her appearance. 

Compared to the intelligent her five years ago, the current Hsu Yan... She was like a phoenix that had 

been reborn after nirvanic rebirth. Whether it was her gaze or ability, they seemed to have improved by 

a lot. 

She nodded and said, "Yan... I have been taking care of your grandmother and Hsu Zhi 

C753 As for Such a Great Deal of Trouble 

Becoming acquainted with Zhao Tongtong was perhaps the second most risky thing she had done 

outside of her decision to return to City J. 

However, she had even broken through to Zhan mansion, and had even offended Zhan Shishen several 

times. 

In addition, this man had indeed lost his memory, so he probably would never remember her again. 

Then, as long as she hid far away... Perhaps 

C754 Not for Perverted Purposes 

She concluded that Zhan Shishen couldn't remember her at all. 

He had Bai Xin by his side and that meticulous woman by his side. She was sure that he did not leave any 

evidence to remind Zhan Shishen of Hsu Yan's existence. 

Even if it was a photo, it was not left behind. 

Otherwise, how could it be? Hsu Yan did not even have the ability to disguise herself. With her own true 

appearance 

C755 She Is Our Boss's Dish 

Upon hearing Hsu Yan's reply and her refusal, Zhan Shishen looked at the figure who had deliberately 

rejected him. 

"Miss Sayan, I'm afraid there's no other choice." 

She had given him a certain threat, but it was an icy cold threat. 



Hsu Yan felt a chill down her spine. She took a deep breath and said, "What if I don't agree? What do 

you want?" 

Suddenly, the bell rang 

C756 Zhan Nian Found the Neighborhood 

Hsu Yan felt angry in her heart. She held the black card and looked at Paul with shame. 

Paul said, "Okay!" 

After hearing that, the woman immediately walked out. 

Only a fool would stay behind. She wished she could fly back to America right now. 

Suddenly, Paul seemed to have seen through Hsu Yan's heart and added, "But I have to remind Miss 

Sayan that next month 

C757 Shen Nian Called Her Mommy 

Hsu Ziqian also looked at Hsu Yan and hugged Zhan Nian, but he didn't mind at all. 

Instead, he looked at the little sister who knew his mother and gave her a very friendly look. 

When Zhan Nian saw Hsu Yan being so gentle, she hugged her even tighter. Pitifully, she suddenly 

patted her chest and said, "Auntie, don't worry. Other than Zi Qian, no one else knows. I followed the 

big guy here 

C758 It Was Just the Cheapest Bracelet 

Although Hsu Ziqian was silent, he had been paying attention to this side. 

His eyes were still cold and aloof, but his heart, which could not be described with words, was obviously 

touched by the beautiful scene of his "little sister" and his mother finally being together. 

"As long as you don't disturb me from reading, it's fine." 

He didn't want to reveal an unnatural expression 

C759 Xu Ziqian Was on Her Side 

This sentence stunned Hsu Yan. She temporarily forgot how much Zhan Shishen doted on Bai Xin and 

brought about a strange feeling in her heart. 

With the bracelet, Zhan Shishen would not bully her anymore? 

Then wouldn't this be considered as a protective talisman? 

However 

C760 Zhao Tong Tong and Lu He Were Getting Married 

Simple and brave answers already contain answers! 

Even though the tone of this rhetorical question was very similar to that person's, it was not important. 



Hsu Yan held her hot tears and also nodded vigorously, "Okay, Qian, mom understands!" 

The mother and son hugged each other deeply. 

Hsu Yan understood that the three of them were inseparable 

 


